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1. Introduction
Let L*(q)=S2n+1/Zq be the (2n+l)-dimensional standard lens space mod
q. As defined in [7], we set
(1.1) «"•-*(«>.
' LJ = {[*0, ..-, *JeL"(?)|*. is real and ^
In the previous paper [10], we determined the /-groups J(SJ(Lmq/Lnq)) of the
suspensions of the stunted lens spaces L™\Lnq for q=4 and for j=ί (mod 2).
The purpose of this paper is to determine the KO- and /-groups of suspensions
of stunted lens spaces mod 8.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we state the main theorems :
the structures of KO(SJ'(LZ/Ln8)) and Je(Si(L^/Ln8)) for j = 0 (mod 2) are given
in Theorems 1 and 2 respectively. In section 3 we prepare some lemmas and
recall known results in [8], [9] and [11]. By virtue of the results in [8], the
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 for the case 7 = 0 (mod 4) are given in section 4.
Applying the method used in the corresponding parts of [10], we prove Theo-
rems 1 and 2 for the case j = 2 (mod 4) in the final section.
The authors would like to express their gratitude to Professor Michikazu
Fujii, Professor Teiichi Kobayashi and Professor Hideaki Oshima for helpful
suggestions.
2. Statement of results
We prepare functions hly h^, h3> A4, aly a2y a3, #4, #5, <z6 and a7 defined by
(2.1)
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(2.2)
θ2(m,ri) = h3(m,n+l)
a3(m, ri) = h^m—2, n+5)
a5(m, n) - αx(m, n)-[
Let Z/k denote the cyclic group Z/kZ of order k. For an integer n, G(n) de-
notes the group defined by
{ Z/20Z/2 (n=l(mod8))Z/2 (fl=0or2(mod8))
0 (otherwise) .
Theorem 1. Let j, m and n be non-negative integers with j = 0 (mod 2) and
m>n.
( 1 ) Suppose j = 0 (mod 4) .
(mod 4) and m^4 [
ii) // wφ 3 (mod 4) 0Hrf 4 [(n+j+ 15)/8]+2[(»— j)/4]>ιif>n, ί^ w we
Z/2ΘZ/2 (n+j = 0 (mod
Z/2 (A4(w+y+6,
0 (otherwise).




(2) Suppose j=2 (mod 4) .
i) // »ι^ 8 [(«+;+ 15)/8]— f+2, then we have
κό(S'(LfiLag)) U z/2*«( +/-4l ι y-4' HS>)
G(TM) w defined by (2.3) am/ ί/(w) ά ί/?^ ^ rowp defined by
Z (rc = 3(mod4))
G(w) (otherwise).
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ii) //
then we have
where G^m) is the group defined by
Z/4ΘZ/2 (m = 1 (mod 8))
(2.4) G,(m) = Z/4 (m = 0 (mod 8))
G(m) (otherwise)
and H^n) is the group defined by
(n = 3 (mod 4))
(otherwise).
iii) If 6 [(n+j+7)l$]+2 [(n+j+l)l8]—j+4>m^n+3, then we have
#ι(») = ί
* ' 1 G,(2-n)
G2(w) w ίΛ^ ^Toifp defined by
ίZ/SΘZ/2 (in = 1 (mod 8))
G2(m) = JZ/8 (m = 0 (mod 8))
\G(nί) (otherwise),
and H2(n) is the group defined by
72(2—n) (otherwise)
iv) Ifn+3>m>n, then we have KO(Sj(L^/Ln8))^KO(L^+JILn8+i).
REMARK. (1) Combining this theorem with [13, Theorem 2], we obtain
the complete results for the groups κb(Sj(L$IL8)).
(2) The partial results for the case n=0 of this theorem have been obtained
in [8].
Let Vp(s) denote the exponent of the prime p in the prime power decom-
position of s, and m(s) the function defined on positive integers as follows (cf.
[3]):
0 (p Φ 2 and s =£ 0 (mod (/>—!)))
(p Φ 2 and s = 0 (mod (p— \
(p = 2 and s =|Ξ 0 (mod 2))
(p — 2 and ί = 0 (mod 2)).
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In order to state the next theorem, we set
' min {v+h4(n+9, n—3), a^m+j, n+j)} (j = 4 (mod 8))
(2.5)
ί ι(j,m,n) i . , . » - / - . o>n-2),έ%(ifi,n)} (otherwise)
ί min {z>+λ4(n-(-3, n—7), a7(my n)
[ min {i>+A4(n+5, w—7), α6(m, n)
j, «,») = {;
» } ϋ Ξ 4 (mod 8))
^ } (otherwise)
min {v+1, a3(m+j, n+j)} (j = 4 (mod 8))
, «4(m, w)} (otherwise),
where v is the integer defined by
Main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Le£ j, m αwrf n be non-negative integers with j = 0 (mod 2)
m>n.





(» s 2+2A40'+4,j) (mod 8))
ϋ) // 2 [»/4]+4[n/8]+6+Λ,0, ;-4) (2A4(n-2, «+4)-4α4(», n
• Z/2».W " 'φZ/4 (A4(»+J+S, n+ -2) = ^ K «+6) = 0)
/LS)) « Z/8 (A4(»+y+6, »+y- 1) = A3(m, π+3) = 0)
. KfyS'ζLζlLϊ)) (otherwise) .
(2) Suppose JΞΞn+lΞθ(mod4). Set M=tn ((«+;'+ 1)/2) αwrf b^bJfJ, m,n)
j)h4(n+l,n)+5,
J(S'(L»IL*\\ « ί Z/2ClMΦZ/2C2+/1ΦZ/2*3®Z/2 0'(»+1) - ^  (mod 8))
A I β/ βW \ZβeιM®Zβ'*+iι®Zβ<*+i*®Zβi* (otherwise),
where ily i2, i3, cly c2 and c3 are integers defined by
min {bl9 v2(n+l)—1} (n+j == 7 (mod 8))
min {bl9 P2(n+ί)} (n+j = 3 (mod 8))
min {b2, v2(n+l)-2} (n+j = 7 (mod 8))
min {62, v2(n+l)-\} (n+j = 3 (mod 8))
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(2.6) ( min {b3ί v2(n+ 1)-2} ( / = n-3 Ξ= 4 (mod 8))
= 1( b3 (otherwise)
λ
 = max {&*— 4| 1^&^3}




=bt and /—min {i, z/2(n+l)}.
(3) Suppose j = 2 (mod 4) and n Ξ(Ξ 1 (mod 4).




(A4(n+5-2A4(y,;-4), n-2) = 0)
(Z/2b®ZI8<£>G(n+j)®G(m+j) (otherwise),
where b=b3(j, m-\-2, n) and G(m) is the group defined by (2.3).
ii) // 8 [(n+17)/8]+A4(;+4, j) (6h,(n-2, n+l)+2h4(n-6, »
8[(w+2)/8]+10, then we have
(ht(n+5-2h4(j,j-4), n-2) = 0)
lZ/80G1(A«0'+4,y)(2n-l)-»)®G1(«+;) (otherwise),
where G^m) is the group defined by (2.4).
iii) // 8 [(M+2)/8]+10>OT>M, then we have
(4)
i) 7/OT^8 [w/8]+2A40',y— 4)+14, then we have
T(Sί(L"ΊL")) « J Z/2>M®Z/4®ZI2®G(m+j) (n = 1 (mod 8))
J( ( B! >)) \z/4M®Zj2i®ZI2®G(m+j) (n = 5 (mod 8)) ,
where b=b3(j, m+2, n) and G(m) is the group defined by (2.3).
ii) // 8 [n/8]+14+2A4(;jy-4)>»^4A40'+4,y) A4(n-4, n)+8 [n
then we have
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' ZI2M®Zfi®Gl(m+j) (j = n+1 = 2 (mod 8))
ZI2^M®Zβ@Gl(m+j) (j == n-3 == 2 (mod 8))
z/2<M0Z/40G(w+/) (/ = »+5 = 6 (mod 8))
, ZI2M®Zl2*®Gι(m+j) (j = n+1 = 6 (mod 8)) ,
£=[(#&— n— 1)/8], d=h4(m—4J n) and G1(ιw) w ίfe ^rot^ defined by (2.4).
iii) // 4A4(/+4J) A4(fl— 4, w)+8 [n/8]+ 10>m>w, then we have
J(S'(LSIIA)) Z/MφZ/2 (n+j = 7 (mod 8)
k Z/M (otherwise).
REMARK. (1) Combining this theorem with [10, Theorem 1], we obtain
the complete results for the groups jf(Sj(L^/Ll)).
(2) The partial results for the case</=n=0 of this theorem have been obtained
in [9].
3. Preliminaries
In this section we prepare some lemmas and recall known results which
are needed to prove Theorems 1 and 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let j, k, I and s be integers with j>0, v
and k= ±1 (mod 2'). Then we have
(1) #- 1 = (k*v- 1) t//2v) (mod 22v+2/) .
(2) # = 1 (mod 2V+/) .
(3) kj-l = (k2S-l) (y/2s) (mod 2v+*+2l~1) .
Proof. Since Λ2=l (mod 2/+1), by making use of the method used in the
proof of [10, Lemma 3.1] we can show that
k?—l = (k2-l) (j/2) (mod 2v+2/) .
This implies (2). In particular, we have
k* = 1 (mod 2V+/) .
Then, the rest of the proof is similar to that of [10, Lemma 3.1]. q.e.d.
Considering the Z/8-action on S2n+l X C given by
exp (2π\/^ΐlS) (*, u) = (# exp (2π\/^ϊl8)9 w exp
for (z, u)&S2n+1xC, we have a complex line bundle
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Then we have the following elements
(3.2) σ(i) = i}2i
We denote the restriction of σ(ί) in K(L\n) by the same symbol, and σ(0) by
σ. The following proposition is well known.
Proposition 3.3 (Mahammed [11]). The ring K(LH) is isomorphic to the
truncated polynomial ring Z[σ]/(σCw/2]+1, (σ+l)8-l), where (σtw/2]+1, (σ+1)8— 1)
means the ideal of Z[σ] generated by α [w/2]+1 and (σ+1)8— 1.
In order to state the next lemma, we set
(3.4) (1)
(




 1 φ) = ((-68-48 vD"-(-68+48 VT)
α




 = 0, c(»+l) = -48δ(«)-68c(») .
rj(n)s(-4) (mod 2™)
U(») = 0 (mod 22"1-2) .
The following lemma is obtained by Proposition 3.3 and (3.5) (1).
Lemma 3.6. Let u be a positive integer. Then, in K(L%),
σ =
where a
u { (ί^i^7) are integers defined by aul = (— 2)"'1,
a
u 2'= (1/5) (_4
β..4 - -(1/2) A4(M, tf-1) ί([«/8])+A4(β-l, iί-
-A4(«-2, «-3) e([«/8])+Λ4(u+4, M
-A4(«+3, «+2) (46([«/8])+6c(ttt/8]))
-A4(«+l, «) (20A([«/8])+28c([β/8])) ,
«»>5 = — (— 2)"~2— <z«+M— β«+2>4— (1/2) αB+3f4 ,
α
β)6 = (1/2) β.^ -β.+ι,4-(
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and a
u>7 = (-2)-3-(
Proof. By making use of the relation (<r+l)8— 1, we obtain equalities
β u+1,1— 2aUtι, au+lι2=aUtι 2#M>3, au+lt$=aUt2 2du^ Gu+ι,4=&u,3 2aUt7, au+ιt5=
aUti—2aUts, au+lt6=aUt5—2aUf7 and au+lJ=aUt6—2aUt7ί where #u=l and #u= 0
(2^/^7). Thus the lemma is proved by the induction with respect to u. q.e.d.
In order to state the next proposition, we set
(3.7) (1) Let F(x) denote the free abelian group generated by {χ.\ l^/^7}.
Then Xi and Xt(n) (7^i^ 1, n^O) denote the elements of F(x) defined by X1=
4xl+2x3+2x5+x79 X2=2x2+x6, X3=2x3+x7, X6=x6+x7, Xi=xi (i=4y 5 or 7),
X^WtoX
X3(n) = 2«»-W X3+22^4^1 h3(n, n-2) Xl ,
Xt(n) = 2W X4+22W A4(n+4, n) X2+22 l
X5(n) = 2V»-W X5+22«»-W h4(n+2, n-2)
_2C(»+2)A]+2[(»-2)/8] ^  ^
1
 ^(n, n-4) X2
and
X7( n) = 2t(Λ-6^ X7-2«"-W h,(n+69 n+2) (X3-2X2)
_j_2c(n"2)/4]+2[(n+2)/8] X
(2) Let φ\ F(x)-^>fί(L$) be the homomorphism defined by setting φ(xi)= σ,
Proposition 3.8 (Kobayashi and Sugawara [9]). The homomorphism φ is
an epimorphism, and the kernel of φ coincides with the subgroup of F(x) generated
According to [1], we have the following lemma.




si (k=l (mod 2))
2ί2 (k = 2 (mod 4))
4ί4 (k = 4 (mod 8))
I 0 (k = 0 (mod 8)).
st (k=\ (mod 2))
2ί4 (k = 2 (mod 4))
0 (fc ΞΞ 0 (mod 4)).






s3-2h3(k+1, k) (s2+s3) (k = 1 (mod 2))
2ί6-2ί? (k = 2 (mod 8))
—4ί4—2ί6+2ί7 (k = 6 (mod 8))
0 (k = 0 (mod 4)).
s4 (& = 1 (mod 2))
0 (k = 0 (mod 2)).
(k = 1 (mod 4))
(k = 3 (mod 4))
(k = 0 (mod 2)).
(k ΞΞ 1 (mod 2))
(k ΞΞ 0 (mod 2)).
(k = 1 (mod 4))
(k = 3 (mod 4))
(k = 0 (mod 2)).
For each integer n with OrS«<»w, we denote the inclusion map of LI into






. Then by Proposition 3.8, Lemma 3.6 and (3.5) (2), we obtain the fol-
lowing lemma.
Lemma 3.10. (1) The group V
n




(2) Let u be a positive integer with 2u<m. Then we have
( -φ(X<(2u-2)) (« = 0 (mod 4))
-φ(X5(2u-2)) (u ΞΞ 1 (mod 4))
-φ(X
e
(2u-2)+X1(2u-2)) (u = 2 (mod 4))
φ(X7(2u-2)) (u ΞΞ 3 (mod 4))
modulo the subgroup V2u.




ϊ/8) (*, v) = (sr exp (
for (z, w)e52>>+1xΛ, we have a real line bundle
v: (S2**1 x Λ)/(Z/8) -* Ll*+1.
We set κ=v—leKO(Lln+1). It is easy to see that








where c: KO-+K is the complexification and r: K->KO is the real restriction.
Let /: K(X)-»S:(S2X) (resp. IR: KO(X)-+KO(S*X)) be the Bott perio-
dicity isomorphisms for K(resp. ίTO)-theory. In order to state the next prop-
osition, we set
(3.12) Let/ be a non-negative integer with/ = 0 (mod 4).
(i) (j = 0 (mod 8))
s 4 (mod 8)).1 r(I}'2(σ4)) (j = + a δj j
(2) Let F(y) denote the free abelian group generated by y
ί9 y2, y3 and y4. Then
Xί, Yi, X{(n) and Y|(n) (l^i^4, w^O) denote the elements of F(y) defined
bv Yί=v^y
Y{ = (_
χ{(n) = (-iyv» Y{(n) = 2hS«+»-W> X{ ,
Xί(n) = Yi(n) = 2^«i-»«w^> (^ -(-2)^ « h<(n+j+7, n+j)
Xi(n) = 2*«<1M ' '
+2
2
*4(«+^^«+c»/43 h^n+j+7, n+j) X{
and Y{(«) = Xi+h4( .+
< /^(3) Let μ j i F(y)-*KO(SjL$) be the homomorphism defined by setting
Proposition 3.13 (Kobayashi [8]). Let j be a non-negative integer with
/ = 0 (mod 4). TΛ^w ίfe homomorphism μj is an epίmorphίsm, and the kernel of
μj coincides with the subgroup of F(y) generated by {Y{(m)\ l^z'^4}.
According to [1] and [4], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.14. Let j be a non-negative integer with / = 0 (mod 4). Then
the Adams operations are given by the following formulae, where t^μ^
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^i ^ 4) and k=-\ (mod 2).
(1) ψ»(ί,) = *«»«,(» = 1,2 or 4).
(2) ψ.*(ί3) = V* (l-2ht(k+5, *+!)) <>
By Lemma 3.9 and (3.11), we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.15. Let j be a non-negative integer with j=0 (mod 4). Then
homomorphisms c: KO-+K and r: K-+KO are given by the following formurae,
where si=I
i
'\φ(X^) (l£/£7) and tt=μ£Y{)
(1) r(,i) = A40 ,;-12)ί<(ί=l,2or4).
(2) r(s3)=-r(s2).
(3) r(*,)=-ί,-A4C;W-12)ί4.
(4) r(s6) = 2t3.
(5) r(
ί7) = 2ί,+A«OW-12)ί«.
(6) φ ,) = Λ4 (/+ 12, ) ί{ (ί =1,2 or 4).
(7)
4. Proof for the case j=0 (mod 4)
In this section we prove the parts of the case j = 0 (mod 4) of Theorems 1
and 2. Throughout this section, j denotes a non-negative integer with j=0
(mod 4), and v the integer defined by
<4
 '> "I. ϋ-0).
For each integer n with Q^,n<m, we denote the kernel of the homomorphism
(i?)1: KO(S>'L%) -> KO(S'Ll)
by VOίntn. It follows from Proposition 3.13 that we have
(4.2) The group VOjWtn is the subgroup of KO(SJL%) generated by
where μ j i F(y)-+KO(SJL%) is the homomorphism defined in (3.12).
By Lemma 3.14, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. The Adams operations are given by the following formulae,
where T^μ^Y^n)) (l^i^4) andk=ί (mod 2).
(1) ψ*(z;) = ft/* r, (i= 1,2 or 4).
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(2) ψ»(Γ.) = k»2(T3+h4(k+5, k+l) (-2Γ. +α(0,;, n) T2-a(\,j, n) 7\)),
where a(l,j, n)=h4(n+h4(j,j-28f), »+(-2)'-' A4(/+12,/+16/)) (0£/£1).
We set
(4.4) tfOi.. = Σ ( Π **(**-!) roi..) ,
where the intersection runs over all non-negative integers e. Since the order
of VO'
m>n is equal to a power of 2, we have
.
A : odd
It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 4.3 that we have
(4.5) The group £/O4>n is the subgroup of FΌ4,« generated by
Λ = 2(2V-1) T3+α(0,y, n) Γ,-α(l, j, »)
a(l,j, n) is the integer defined in Lemma 4.3 (O S/^ 1).
4.1. Proof for the case n^3 (mod 4). Suppose that n^ 3 (mod 4). Ac-
cording to [13], we have the exact sequence
0 -» KO(S'(LflLl)) -* KO(S'LZ) »^ KO(S'Lί) -* 0 .
Hence we have
Since the order of FO4>n is finite, we have
/(,Sf'(L?/L5)) « VOL..IVOJ... .





«2 = ht(n+j+15, n+j) W2-(-ψ«+»M afr+j, n+j) wίt
OJ3 = ht(n+j+ 12, n+j— 2) w3-h,(n+j, n+j— 2) v>2+a4(n+j+ 12, n+j) wl
and ί»4 = /ί4(w+;+15, n+j) zo4—ht(n+j+4 , n+j) w2+at(n+j+4, n+j) zo^
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and M4 = ίϋ4+2
h
*<m+i*n+i+v (tθ2+2a^m+i^'n+i)+2 w^. Then we have











, and set 4=Λ,(2^i^
AI =
-4) = 0)
ΞΞ 1 (mod 8) and
= 2 (mod 8))
= 1 (mod 8) and
(n+j ΞΞ 2 (mod 8))
, n) = 0)
and
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f w3+w2—wί (A4(n+y, n+j—4) = 0)
2w3+w2—3wι (n+j = 1 (mod 8) and m^
w3+2w2—Zwl (n+j = 2 (mod 8))
w
s
 (A3K n) = 0).
Then we have -4,=!*, (i=2 or 4),
N4]+4)
j ΞΞ 0 (mod 8))
y = 1 (mod 8) and
u3 (h4(n+j—2, n+j—4) = [(^+y)/2]—4 [(»+y+4)/8]—1 — 0)
j (otherwise),
ί/4—u2—4uι (h4(n+j} n+j—4) = 0)
4u1+u2—2u3 (n+j = 1 (mod 8) and m^





+u2~u, (h,(n+j9 n+j-4) = 0)
—6^—^2+3^3 (n+j = 1 (mod 8) and m^
2u2—3u1 (n+j ΞΞ 2 (mod 8))
u2—H! (A3(w, w) = 0).
This implies that ^{wi\ !^/^4}>=<({wt.| l^/^4}> and
/Z/160Z/2 (A4(;
r/o«,(»ι+y,»+/) /4. iYM_i_i
./z i ^ U +J
Z/2ΦZ/2 (n+j s 0 (mod 8) and [«/2] = (n/2)+1)
Z/2 (A«(»+/+6,«+;) = [»/2]-[(n+l)/2] = 0).
If A1(n+i/)+2[(ii— y+4)/8]+2[(n— y+6)/8]^iii>», then we have
Thus the proof for the case 7 = 0 (mod 4) and n^3 (mod 4) of Theorem 1 is
completed.
Consider the case j = 0 (mod 8). It follows from (4.5) that we have
V'«.o wj l^i^4> U
where z; is the integer defined by (4.1) and
RQ = 2 (2V-1) w3+ht(n, n-2) «;2-
Suppose that w^4 [(n+15)/8]+2 [(n+6)/8]+2 [»/8], and set
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Vι = h4(n—2, re— 4) w2+h4(n, n—2) zϋ3+«4(«+4, n) w^ ,
v2 = /z4(«-l, n-2) (w4+2w3+2h*<»>*>+l(l-2h*<m+li'«)) w3+2" »,)










"' "'" 1 θti
(®i-»*/2V/>iM))®Z/2 (» s 2 (mod 8))
Z/2''" " »> (otherwise).
Suppose that 4 [(«+15)/8]+2 [(n+6)/8]+2 [w/8]>w^4 [(n+14)/8]+4 [n/8],
and set
«Ί = h4(n—2, n— 3) a>2+/?4(re— 1, re— 2) «;3+A4(re+4, re) ro4 ,
v2 = h4(n-2, M-3) (a;4+5«;2)+A4(re-l) re-2) (w4-2w3)
+A4(re+4, re) (w,-2w4) ,
v
a
 = h4(n—2, re— 3) (2w4— w1— 16ro2)+«4(w— 1, re— 2) (wλ—4w3)
+A4(w+4, re) (w2+6zϋ4)
and v4=R0-}-h4(n— 2, re— 3) (κ>3+2zo2— 3^— ί?0). Then we have <{«;,! IsΞiίΞ
« "
)
φZ/4 (» s 2 (mod 8))
Z/8 (re = 1 (mod 8))
(A4(», n-4) = 0) .
If 4 [(«+14)/8]+4 [w/8]>m>re, then we have t/Oi^O. Thus the proof for
the casey=0 (mod 8) and reΐ3 (mod 4) of Theorem 2 is completed.
Consider the case/ =4 (mod 8). It follows from (4.5) that we have
μJl(UOL,n) = <{23+V' .' -i)
 w<| 1^^4} U {Λl|0£ί£4}> ,
where R0=2w4— «4(re+3, re) (8w4+«Ί)— Λ4(w, re— 4) (8zu4+w2). Suppose that m^
2 [re/4]+4 [(n+2)/8]+6, and set
, re+2) w3+/t4(re+2, re) w2 ,
v2 = h4(n, «-4) (ro3-2w4)+A4(w+4) n+3) (
> re)
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»3 = h4(n, β-
, w+3) (2w3-
, n+2) (2w3-w2+2* <- ">(w4-2β»,))
+A4(»+2, n) (




If 2[nl4]+4[(n+2)/8]+6>m>n, then we have C7O4,M^0. Thus the proof
for the case 7 =4 (mod 8) and n^3 (mod 4) of Theorem 2 is completed.
4.2. Proof for the case n=3 (mod 4). Now, we turn to the case
n=3 (mod 4). It follows from [13] that we have the following commutative
diagram, in which rows are exact.
0 - VOL
 n+l XO(S'(L?/LS)) KO(S'+ +l) - 0
If 1
Ψ/3 f
KO(SJ'L%) — Kb(SjLn8+1) -> 0 .
Since KO(Sj+H+1) is isomorphic to Z, the upper row of (4.6) splits. Choose
y^KO(Sj(USILl)) such that β=f2(y) generates the group KO(SJ+n+l). Then
we have an isomorphism
defined by /(Λ, kβ)=f1(x)+ky for every (Λ?, k)&VOJmtn+1(&Z. This proves the
y = n+l = 0 (mod 4) of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4.7. If j = n+l = 0 (mod 4), then there is an element
s>+s
KO(S'(Lg/Ls)) which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) β = fz(y) generates the group KO(Si+n+1),
>/Yί(«)) ( s n+l = 0 (mod 8))
+ Y{(n» (j = n+l = 4 (mod 8))(2) f( } =
* μj(Yi(n)+Yi(n)+2Y{(n)) (j = n-3 = 0 (mod 8))
1 /*/ F|(»)+ y|(«)) (/ = »_3 = 4 (mod 8)) .
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram, in which rows are
exact :
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0 -* n,B+1 — K(S'(LilLi)) ^  g(S»+i+1) -* 0
II l/c.3 I
0 - Γi..+1 - > K(S'Li) -Ά- £(S'LS«) — 0 .
According to Lemma 3.10, there is an element x^£(S'(L$ILl)) such that
/c.zί*) generates the group g(S*+i+1) and
=
 )) (» = 7(mod8))
*>**> \ iJflfaXJri+Xtn))) (n s3 (mod 8)).
If n-h/s3 (mod 8), then r: ^(5"+y+1)-^^6(5»+/+l) is an isomorphism. It fol-
lows from Lemma 3.15 that y=r(x) satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). If
n+j=7 (mod 8), then c: Kb(Sn+i+l)->g(S*+i+1) is an isomorphism and
c: KO(S'Ll+1)-*g(SiLl+1) is a monomorphism. There is an element j>e
such that /2(jF) generates the group XO(5»+y+1) and
Afc,3(χ}) ^ follows from Lemma 3.15 that we have
fc,3(x)=c(Y), where
=
 A*/ Yί(»)) (n+ 1 = j = 0 (mod 8))
j( Yϊ(n)+ Yί(n)) (n+l=j = 4 (mod 8)) .
This implies that MM?))=f4(Y) and y=3>+fι(Y—M?)) satisfies the con-
ditions (1) and (2). q.e.d.
s>*«/
In the rest of this section, we fix an element y^KO(SJ(L%ILΐ)) which
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.7, and set
(4.8) Γ, =
 A./Yf
Lemma 4.9. T/* ^ is an odd integer, then the Adams operation i/r* is given
by
^(y) = k^+Wy+^-k^^ ,
where w=h^(k+5t k+l) (W-8f3(y)) and
(4.10) W = *My)-h4(n, n-4) (T3+h4(jJ-4) (T3+ TJ) .
Proof. We necessarily have
ψfi(y) = uy+f^x)
for some integer u and an element x^VOJMfn+1. By using the ι/r-map/2, we see
that u=k(n+i+1^2. Under /3,/ι(^) maps into x and y maps into /3(j), and we
see that
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It follows from Lemma 4.3 that
This implies that
x = ((kJ'<2-tt»+'+1V2)l8) (8/3(3;))+^ w . q.e.d.
We now recall some definition in [3]. Set Y=KO(Sj(L^/Ln8)) and let / be
a function which assigns to each integer k a non-negative integer /(&). Given
such a function /, we define Yf to be the subgroup of Y generated by
that is,
-1) (y)\keZ,y
Then the kernel of the homomorphism ]": Y—>J"(Y) coincides with Π Yf,
where the intersection runs over all functions /.
Suppose that /satisfies
(4.11) f(k)^m+max {vp(vn((n+j-}-\)β))\p is a prime divisor of k}
for every k£=Z. For each odd integer i, N(i) denotes the integer chosen to
satisfy the property
(4.12) iN(i) Ξ 1 (mod 2") .
In the following calculation we put (»+/+l)/2=« for the sake of simplicity.
From Lemma 3.1, (4.5) and Lemma 4.9, we have
2V»)) (β(ΛW-l)-β (ku -
) (072) (k'-l)-u(ku-
By virtue of [3; II, Theorem (2.7) and Lemma (2.12)], we have
Yf = <MUOL,n+1) U {#«(*
= <fι(UOίtm+ί) U {m(«)y-M/l(
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where M=(m(u)l2**M+*)N(ul2W) ((n+l)/4) (2V+1). Since this is true for
every function/ which satisfies (4.11), we have
(4.13) J"(Y) « YKfάUOί^) U {m((»+y+l)/2).y-M/1(»0» .
)= j>2(«+ 1)— 2 «w<f
( 4Γ4+2Γ2+Γ1 ( = n+1 = 0 (mod 8))
8Γ4+4Γ2- Γ, ( = »-3 = 4 (mod 8))
6713+4Γ2+4Γ1 ( = «-3 s 0 (mod 8))
, (j = n+l = 4 (mod 8)) .
Suppose that m^n-\-5-\-2ht(j-\-4,j) ht(n-\-l, ri). It follows from the proof
for the case n^3 (mod 4) that we have
and
W = Σϊi mt χt (mod
where zl=μ^(l^i^3),vJ(ml)
=2A4(;,j-4). Therefore
/"(F) « !?(»)/< {Σlπ)
where F(v) is the free abelian group generated by {»(|0^ι^4}, M0=
and Λfί=— nίjM (l^i^S). Set
(4.14) ί, = min {^ ( , m, n), »,(»+ l)+ιφι»)-2} (1 ^ ft^ 3) .
For the sake of simplicity, we put bk=bk(j,m,n) (1;S&^3) in the following
calculation. Since v2(M)=v2(n-\-l)— 2, the greatest common divisor of Mk
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If b2—i2^bl—il and p2(M3)^i2y then we have
' ^
3 Ά




















and det A2=l. This implies that




If i^v^M^y then we necessarily have j=n— 3 = 4 (mod 8), ^ =4, ί'^ 3, &2=3











and det A3=l. This implies that
/"(F) at Z/2M0eZ/16eZ/4®Z/2J3.
If 4>κ2(M3) and b3—i3^.b2—i2, then we have
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and det A^=l. This implies that





—3 = 4 (mod 8), then we have W^m^ (mod
UOίtn+ι), where v2(m^=2. Therefore
J"(Y) « f (»)/<{M, ^ O+M!
 βl, A}) ,
where F(v) is the free abelian group generated by {u£ |0f£ £<£!}•> M0=
m((n+y+ 1)/2), ^ =2* vl9 b=bl(j, m,n) and M1=—mlM. Set i=min{ft, z/2(w+ 1)} .




. Then we have
MJ2' \ / MO t o+M! t Λ _
ι / V ^ ^"
This implies that///(Y)^Z/2ί-ίM00Z/2ί.
If n+5>m>n) then we have Mf^W^ ^)) and
According to [2], [3] and [12], we have /(Sy(L?/LS))e/7/(F). Thus, the
proof for the parts of the case w+1 =J = 0 (mod 8) of Theorem 2 is completed.
5. Proof for the case 7 = 2 (mod 4)
In this section we prove the parts of the case j = 2 (mod 4) of Theorems 1 and
2. Throughout this section j denotes a positive integer with j = 2 (mod 4).
Consider the elements S
έ
 (l^i^T) of K(Sj L?) defined by
(5.1) Si^I^(φ(Xi(n+l))} (l^ί^T),
where φ: F(x)-+fL(L'ζ) is the homomorphism defined in (3.7). For each in-
teger n with O^w^m, we denote the kernel of the homomorphism
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by V'm^n By Proposition 3.8, we have
(5.2) FWiVfl = «S{\
Consider the Bott exact sequence (cf. [5] and [6, (12.2)])
(5.3) -> KO(Si+2X) - g(Si+2X) -—> KO(S'X) ->
for X^=L"/Ll, where 3 is the homomorphism defined by the exterior product
/^/
with the generator of KO(S1). Using the isomorphisms
and
we obtain the exact sequence
(5.4) - F0i$ ^  Pi.* 3- X&(S'(L?/LΪ")) -1 G ^  0 ,
where «=[(»+ 1)/2] and
( KO(Si+1(LZILl")) (m+j = 0, 1 or 2 (mod 8))
G == %
I 0 (otherwise) .
Using Lemma 3.15, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. For the homomorphism r± in the exact sequence (5.4), we have
t, S2, S4, S,} > (2u+j = 4 or 6 (mod 8))
Ker rCΓ Γl
 tJ 52, 54, 256} > (2u s j -4 = 2 (mod 8))
<{S,, S2, 254, 56}> (2β Ξ y-4 = 6 (mod 8)) ,
It follows from Lemmas 3.9 and 5.5 that we have
Lemma 5.6. The Adams operations are given by the following formulae,
where w=[(n+l)/2]J T^r^S,) (!£*'£ 7) and k= 1 (mod 2).
(1)
(2)
, k+l) (hju+l, «-
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(3)
where T7=T7-ht(k+5,k+l)h,(j+4J)h3(u+2,u+ί) T,.
(4) W,)=r, (i= 1,2, 4 or 6).
We set
(5.7) Uί 2» = Σ (Ψ*-l) »i(Γi u) .
* : odd
It follows from Lemma 5.6 that we have
(5.8) ί/4.2, = <{4Γ3,Λ1,Λ2}>>
where u=[(n+l)/2],
R, = 2T5+h3(u+l, tι-1) T3-h4(j+4,j) h3(u+2, u+ί) T, ,
R2 = 4T7-ht(j+4,j
and T^r^) (l^i^7).
5.1. Proof for the case n^O (mod 2). Suppose w=0 (mod 2). If
, then by Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 5.5, we have
where w0=h3(n, n-2) Z1(»)+A4(«+6, n+4) Z6(n)+Λ4(n+2, »
Wl - (l-2Λ4(«+6, n+2)) X/n) ,





R7 = 2 .(-*
Λ! = (l-2A4(«+6, n+2)) (2^»)-Λ4(n+>+6, n+ +4) wβ) ,
ί»2 = 2w2—zo1+hί(j, j—4) A4(«, «— 2) w0 ,
03 = 2w,-A4(n+j+6, w+
and «,(«+;» »+Λ=<%(»+y+8, n+j+4). If «^n+2+12A4(»+;+6,»+<;+4)
+2h3(n-}~2, n), then we have
where MO=WO, uί=wz, Λ=-R4, J41=2*»<»
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and w3=w3-2
Λ9(m+y'Λ+;>1 α>2. If n+2+ I2h^(n+j+6y n+j+4)+2h3(n+2, n)>m
^n+2+2ht(n+j+4, n+j+2), then we have
where ul=w2t
2w3—4wl—w0 (n+j = 2 (mod 8) and n+l4>m^n+6)
2wl— WQ (nJrj = 2 (mod 8) and
(n+j = 0 (mod 8) and
(n+j = 2 (mod 8) and
, n) w0 (n+j = 2 (mod 8) and n+lO>m^n+2)




w3— wl— h4(n+4, n) w0 (n+j = 2 (mod 8) and n+6>m^n+2)
w3—2w1 (otherwise) ,
J 2u0 (n+j = 0 (mod 8) and
\ U0 (otherwise) ,
j -
 2 (mod 8))__
1
 ~~ u, (n+j = 0 (mod 8)) ,





= 2 (mod 8) and n+l4>m^n+6)
(otherwise) .
If n+2+2ht(n+j+4, n+j+2)>m>n, then we have ^(Fί^βO.
Suppose; =2 (mod 8). If w^8 [(w+2)/8] + 10+4A4(w, w-2), then we have
where ^0— ^ o> ^1—^2* ^2— 2w2+wl9 v3=w3, B0=R4,







8 [(w+2)/8] + 10, then we have
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where vQ—2wz—w^ vλ=w2y v2=2w2-\-wly v3=w3, B0=vQ, Bl=8vlί B2=v2 and B3=
4z>3. If 8 [(n+2)/8]+W>m<ny then we have t/i>n^0.
SupposejΞΞό (mod 8). If m^8 [(n+2)/8] + ίθ, then we have
where vQ=w0— 4&4(w+4, n+2) w2y v1=w2y v2=2w2+(l—2h4(n+4, n+2)) wl9





z;3ί If 8 [(n+2)/8]+10>m<w, then we
have C/ί
 n
^0. Thus we obtain
(5.9) Suppose that n = 0 (mod 2).
(1) // m^/i+2+12^4(w+y+6, w+>/+4)+2Λ3(w+2ί n), then we have
^ ,
G(Λ+;) is the group defined by (2.3).
(2) // n+2+ l2h4(n+j+6, n+j+4)+2h3(n+2, ri)>m>n} then we have




(3) // ^  8 [(Λ+2)/8]+ 10+4A4(n, n— 2) h4(j,j—4), then we have
, j ^ ί Zl%®Zβ*®G(n+j) (h,(n+6, n+2) h4(n+j+4, n+j-2) = 0)
^
 m>n)) - * ( n + ; ) (otherwise),
where b=b3(j, m-\-2, n) and G(n+j) is the group defined by (2.3).
(4) Ifj=n+2 = 2 (mod 8)
(5) If 8 [(w+2)/8]+10>^>n, then we have f^VL^
By (5.4) and (5.9), we obtain the results for the cases j = 2 (mod 4), n=0
(mod 2) and m-{-j = 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8).
We now turn to the case m+j = 0 (mod 8). Consider the commutative
diagram






1 L r L S - >0
/t
 r it t
') — -> KO(Sm+i) — i* KO(Sa+i+1) - > 0
t
0
of exact sequences. Since Kd(Sm+i+l)^Z/2, Lemma 3.10 implies that
fflί.Z has a generator γ with




(X7(m-2))) (j = 2(mod8))
and r(γ)=2/S, where /S is a generator of the group KO(Sm+i)szZ. It follows
from Lemma 5.5 that we have
2g(β) =
where W^(\-2h,(n+j, n+j-4)) rtf^φ^))) and
(otherwise).
If m>n+l2, we set
^ Wl (#4(rc+/+4, n+j) = 0)
I (2W2— Wl)+2Um~»-1W wι (otherwise),
where Wi = r1(IJ'f2(φ(wi))) (l^z'^3). Then we have 9(α)φO and 2α=




))). By Lemma 3.9, Lemma 5.5, (5.8) and the
fact Sg(β)=0, we have
(5.10) ψ *(α) s (k-2 [k/2]) a (mod UL.n) .
According to [3, II], the Adams operations on KO(Sm+i+1) are given by ψ *=
£—2 [&/2]. If m>n+ 14, then the short exact sequence
0 -> ^ (Fi.,) — KO^LSIU)) κd(Sj+\L?ILΐ)) -* 0
splits. Hence we have
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It follows from (5.10) that we have
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If m=n-\-l4y then we have
Lΐ)) = W.JU {«}> = <{Wlt Wt, W3, «}> .





If »+12^»ι^M+2, we set
α =^)-([(«-n-2)/8]+[(!iι-fi+2)/8]) PF2 .
Then we have
2α = Wt+[(m-n+2)l«] (W3-W2)+[(m-n-2)l8] (W.^W.-
Hence «5(5'(L?/LS)) = <r,( Fi..) U {«} >
= n+8)
ord <{W2) IF3» = 32
ord <PΓ2> = 8
^ w+2) ,
and
ord <α> = 2t<"
Since ord JK)(5'(Lf /LS))=2"»(*+/ +Λ+»ι( +Λ.+/-4)+ι by [13], we have
Z/8ΦZ/4Φ2Γ/2 (m = n+8)
2Γ/8ΦZ/8 (m = fi+6)
^ w+2)
and
( Z/SΦZJ2ΦZ/2 (m ^  »+10 and; = 6 (mod 8))
Z/4φ^/4φ^/2 (OT ^ n+8 and Λ4(«+2, w— 2) = 0)
Z/S φZ/4 (» = w+6 and = 6 (mod 8))
LS)) (otherwise) .
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Thus we obtain the results for the case m+j = Q (mod 8).
Modifying the proof above, we obtain the results for the case m+j=l
(mod 8) (cf. [10]).
Finally we consider the case m+j = 2 (mod 8). Since
KO(S>\L2/L2-2)) » KO(S}'+m~2Ll) « Zβ®Zβ
/•**/
by Proposition 3.13, and the Adams operations on KO(SJ(L$/L%~~2)) are given
by ψ>k=k—2 [k/2], the proof for this case is similar to the corresponding proof
of [10].
Thus the proof for the casejΞ2 (mod 4) and n = Q (mod 2) is completed.
5.2. Proof for the case n=l (mod 2). Consider the following com-
mutative diagram, in which the row is exact.
0 - Fi..+1 £(S'(L?/L5)) K(S +'+1) - 0
II 1/3
By Lemma 3.10, we can choose an element xGK(Si(L"/Ll)) such that f2(x)
generates the group &(S*+i+l)&ίZ and
(»=l(mod8))
}) (» = 3 (mod 8))
(» = 5(ιnod8))
(n = 7 (mod 8)) .
Inspect the following commutative diagram






of exact sequences. By Lemma 3.9, Proposition 3.13 and Lemma 3.15, we obtain
( <{/ι(5,) I / = 1, 2, 4 or 6}> (» = 1 (mod 4))
(5.11) Ker r2 = </1(Ker r,) U {2*}> (»+j = 1 (mod 8))
( </1(Ker rO U {*» (n+; = 5 (mod 8)) .
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Suppose m^w+3. Then we have
~ f Zβ (n+j = 7 (mod 8))
Coker£2^^O(S»+>'+2)^< ' v J v "52 V
 10 (otherwise),
and hence
j+1) (n+j = 7 (mod 8))
Since hi is a monomorphism, we have Ker ftCr1(F'itίl+1). Thus we obtain
a split short exact sequence
0 ->
 J&(S^(L?/LΓ1))/Ker Λ KO(S*(L?ILl)) - 7/ -> 0 ,
where Ker ft=<{r1(54), ^(56)}> and
=
 ί 20(5«^+1) (
Λ
+; =7 (mod 8))
( KO(S»+>'+1) (otherwise) .
Applying the method used in the proof of Lemma 4.11 to x, we obtain the fol-
lowing result by Lemma 3.9 and (5.11).
(5.12) (1) Ifn = 3 (mod 4), then the Adams operations are given by
(2) Suppose n=l (mod 4) and k=S (mod 8), where 6 is an odd integer with
—3 ^ β ^3. Then the Adams operation ψ* is given by
f k(r (Ύ>\\ Ίyu γ (<γ
where u=(n+j+l)/2, w=—(β/3)h4(ε+5, β+ί) Wand
I (n = 1 (mod 8))
,(/1(2S7-S3)) (n = 5 (mod 8)).
Suppose n=3 (mod 4). Then using (5.11) and (5.12) (1), we see that the
short exact sequence
0 -* KO(Sj(Lf/Lns+1)) -* KO(S>(L2/Lns)) -+ KO(S^+1) -> 0
of ψ-maps splits. This implies that
and
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Thus, results of the case j = 2 (mod 4), n=3 (mod 4) and m^n+3 follow from
those of the case/ = 2 (mod 4) and w=0 (mod 4).
Now, we turn to the case n= I (mod 4). If w^w+5, then we have
Im r2 e
If w+5>w^w+3, then we have Im r2^Z. Under the assumption of (5.12)
(2), we have
w
(tι/2V >) ((£«-l)/2V«H*) PF (mo
where «=(»+;+ 1)/2. Thus we have J(Si(LΐlLi))*KO(Si(LϊlLlί))IUl, where
t/i is the subgroup of KO(S'(L™ILl}) generated by
A(^i..+ι)U {m((n+y+l)/2) r,(x)+MW}
with M= 1 (mod 2). By (5.8), we have




 1 <{8v2, 2v,+Vl> 4v3, Mo βo+2M(β1+βί)}> (n = 5 (mod 8)) ,
wAere M0=m((«+y+l)/2), y2(M)=0
This implies that we have
/"(Im r2) <* F








(n = 5 (mod 8))
(w = 1 (mod 8) and m^
(n = 1 (mod 8) and «+13>»ι) ,
(n = 5 (mod 8) and ίw^
(n = 5 (mod 8) and w







(n = 5 (mod 8) and m^i
(n = 1 (mod 8) and m^n-{-5)
l , ri)>m).
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By the proof for the case n=2 (mod 4), we obtain
(5.14) Suppose j—1=^ = 1 (mod 4) andm^n-\-3.




Z0Z/160Z/40Z/2 (m = n+l3)
=
 J Z0Z/8ΘZ/4 (m = n+9)
{ Z02Γ/8 (m = n+5)
//7(Imr2)0Z/2 (τw^w+17)
2Γ/2M0φZ/4φZ/4 (A4(n+4, n) = m—n—13 = 0)
^/4M0®Z/202Γ/20Z/2 (A4(n, Λ-4) = m-Λ-13-0)
J(S*(LSILl)) (A4(w+4, w) = m—n-9 = 0)
(A4(», w-4) = m—n-9 = 0)
(A4(w+4, M) = m-n—5 = 0)
(A4(n, »-4) = m-n-5 = 0),
(2) If m-\-j~\ (mod 8), ί/?^/z W£ Aαz;^
KO(S'(LΪILI)) fi
J(S'(LtlLl))
(3) Ifm+j=2 (mod 8), ίAew we
flLl)) c* (Imr2)φZ/2
Noting the fact that we have SJ\Ln8
+1/Ll)^Sn+i+1 and
{ Sn+;'Ll (Λ = 0 (mod 2)),
we obtain the result for the case n= 1 (mod 2).
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